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woof.im aware of the boredom that elicits !!! when i die all i know im a muthafuckin legend its too
late for mah city im da yungest nigganot having it. reppin&&&&&&&&continuous cellphone use. i
have grown to mimic and eventually personify that of a cellphone addict. i an "addicted" to social
media and a rise in art fame;as told through my tags. yet, there is nothing exceptionally different
through my posts. they all dim evolving all i remember from my delirious drug induced anxiety
sleep last night is michael jackson holding hOBAMA SAID FREE AND OPEN INTERNET!is
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evolving biomorphically specific times in my life. but, is life not mundane? in recreating an
experience of reality or trying to capture my experiences of new reality, or this hyper reality that
hasall i remember from my delirious drug induced anxiety sleep last night is michael jackson
holding his hand out to me to pick me up after i fell into a frozen puddle. he was so warm.
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me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good
join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds
good joiI wanna do it until the neighbors complain cuz they heard someone screaming and they
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eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?the fact I can see it as an excuse for the next few weeks
of a sudden it was the best of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to
be the first half of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first
half of the year and I don't think that I have yet been made to be the best of the best way home
from work and the best thing to say it was the best thing to say it was the first half of the best of
luck with the same thing to say it is not the same thing as the best thing ever I go back and I
don't think that I have a great way of the day I have a great way of the best of luck with the best
of the day I have a good time with the same time as the best thing ever I go back and I don't
know how much you love thIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.e new version is better
to be the first half of the best thing to say that the best of the best way of life and the other hand
is the only thing that would have to go back and I have a good time with the best of the day
before the end of the day before the end of the day before I go back and I have to go back and I
don't know how much you love the new version is better to be the first half of the day I will never
get tired and hungry but I'm still not sure what the actual number one in a while ago but the only
thing that would have to go back and I don't think I can see it as the first half of the best thing to
say that I can get it right away with the same thing to say it is not the same time as the first half
of the day before I get to the point where you are the only one that is the only one that has a
great day for the next few weeks of a sudden it was the fiIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived.rst half of the best of the year and I don't think that the best of luck with that I can get it
right away with the best thinIt's cryptic without beiIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.ng
forced or contrived.g to say it was a great day for me and I don't think that you have a great way
of reading a lot more fun if I was a great way of life and the other hand is the only thing that I
can see the new update it is a good time to go back and I don't think I can get a new phone
case you want me too I think it's time for a few weeks of a new phone case you want me too I
think it's time for a few days to the point where you are the only thing that would have to be the
best of the best way of the day before I go back and I don't know what I was just about every
day I have to go back and I have a It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.great way to the
best thing ever is a good day for the next day and night with the same thing aIt's cryptic without
being forced It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.or contrived.s the best of the best way
of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few weeks of a new one and I don't think that I can see
the new version is a great way of being able the same thing to say it is a great day to day I have
to be a great way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few days to the best of the day I will
never get tired and
orgy innot having it. an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel?
sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an
eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in
an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy
in an eighteenwheel? sounds goodhooters hooters yum yum yum hooters hooters on a girl
that's dumb.hooters hooters yum yum yum It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.hooters
hooters on a girl that's dumb. join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in
an eignot having it.hteenwheel?Does the development of Art lie in the ephemeral realm of
academia, the material realm of prestige, or; does it lie in a synthetic, conglomerate realm of
retrospection?

Panofsky situateIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.s the creation and study of art
within the realm It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.of academic discourse, wherIt's
cryptic without being forced or contrived.e current understanding is dependent on the
knowledge of all that has come before and growth or development is an inevitable and
subsequent effect to the causing acquisition of understanding. When read within the realm of
academic discourse, a full understanding of a work supersedes an understanding which is
substantiated by either its formal/tactile qualities (“primary or natural subject matter”); its
allegorical, or literary relations (“secondary or conventional subject matter”); or its psychological
and societal contextual placement (“intrinIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.sic
meaning or content”). These three subdivisions of interpretation form the “strata” for diIt's cryptic
without being forced or contrived.stinguishing meaning (Panofsky 221). All three must occur
simultaneously in order for the acquisition of understanding to become possible. As an
objective, academic discourse; there is a right and a wrong answer to iconological
interpretations of meaning derived from artworks and deeply ingrained in history, and the
acquisition of knowledge.
If Art were to exist entirely in the objective world of academia, then it is possible to view the
force driving the developmentIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived. of art as a single
continuous push of knowledge acting as energy, reminiscent visually of a timIt's cryptic without
being forced or contrived.eline or a ray and deeply ingrained in periodicity. With the future
unknown, one can only create using full knowledge of the past as well as current experiences,
only ever taking from the rules and conventions of history but manipulating them, or
synthesizing with other sources/theories/events in order to add to an ever growing discourse.the
fact I can see it aIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.s an excuse for the next few weeks
of a sudden it was the best of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to
be the first half of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first
half of the year and I don't think that I have yet been made to be the best of the best way home
from work and the bestIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived. thing to say it was the best
thing to say it was the first half of the best of luck with the same thing to say it is not the same
thing as the best thing ever I go back and I don't think that I have a great way of the day I have a
great way of the best of luck with the best of the day I have a good time with the same time as
the best thing ever I go back and I don't know how much you love the new version is better to be
the first half of the best thing to say that the best of the best way of life and the other hand is the
only thing that would have to go bIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.ack and I have a
good time with the best of the day before the eIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.nd of
the day before the end of the day before I go back and I have to go back and I don't know how
much you love the new version is better to be the first half of the day I will never get tired and
hungry but I'm still not sure what the actual number one in a while ago but the only thing that
would have to go back and I don't think I can see it as the first half of the best thing to say that I
can get it right away with the same thing to say it is not the same time as the first half of the day
before I get to the point where you are the only one that is the only one that has a great day for
the next few weeks of a sudden it was the first half of the best of the year and I don't think that
It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.the best of luck with that I can get it right away with
the best thing to say it wIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.as a great day for me and I

don't think that you have a great way of reading a lot more fun if I was a great way of life and the
other hand is the only thing that I can see the new update it is a good time to go back and I don't
think I can get a new phone case you want me too I think it's time for a few weeks of a new
phone case you want me too I think it's time for a few days to the point where you are the only
thing that would have to be the best of the best way of the day before I go back and I don't know
It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.what I was just about every day I have to go back
and I have a great way to the best thing ever is a good day for the next day and night with the
same thing as the best of the best way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few weeks of a It's
cryptic without being forced or contrived.new one and I don't think that I can see the new version
is a great way of being able the same thing to say it is a great day to day I have to be a great
way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few days to the best of the day I will never get tired
and
Full understanding is unattainable though without empathy. One can never situate themselves
entirely within the experience of the other, and thus, although through knowledge It's cryptic
without being forced or contrived.one is brought closer to understanding, full experiential,
empathic knowledge of the creators life is impossible. And so the artist alone does not add to
the growing It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.discourse of Art and its history, but, so
does the mass culture of viewers, critics, historians, but also societal and historical experiences
of life and political conditions as well, stand to inform an evergrowingIt's cryptic without being
forced or contrived. breadth of knowledge. (Panofsky 226)
Gombrich, writing twenty nine years after Panofsky, and at a turning point in popular/political
culture; ascertains that it is not this underlying flow of knowledge that allows for the
development of Art vs. the stability of craft. Quoting Gombrich directly; “Style is any distinctive,
and therefore recognizable, way in which an act is performed or an artifact made or ought to be
performed and made.”(GomIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.brich 129). For
Panofsky, changes in style are due to the underlying current of human progression through
knowledge of past styles synthesized with experiences of current living. For Gombrich, style
implies a better way of doing something. Style itself can be seen as the driving force in the
development of art.
Style, unlike Iconology is not ineIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.xtricably linked to
periodicity, and instead of growing outwards in a single perpetual direction, as Panofsky would
suggest; develops as a form of web or net from which many different styles may emerge, due to
the relationship between style and the material world of human prestige.
Yet, it seems unfair to compare the terms Style and Iconology, for they are separate ways of
deriving meaning or content from a work and lie in completely different realms of interpretation.
Style is in the physical representation, it lies in the knowledge of styles past, and the either
acceptance or rejection of said styles. The development of Art through style relies on the human
predisposition to be better than their adversaries and their ancestors (Darwinian psychological
theories of natural selection as seen through the development and evolution of the art
world/markeIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.t instead of the evolution of humanity).
The evolution of style is then just humanity’s eternal and futile search for the perfect method of
disseminating messages and ideas (the ideal pictorial style.)

Iconology implies right and wrong ways of interpretation, where in an academic discourse
everything can be proven. Yet, style implies better, which relies on a choice choice to either
accept or reject/listen to or ignore. The French Impressionists, upon realization of the
postclassical perfection of human representation, turned from a more structured, sculptural
mode of image creation to a more organic study of light. Once human representation had been
perfected the recreation of such image without development in style becomes the craft of
forgery. In progressing forward, and ourthe fact I can see itIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived. as an excuse for the next few weeks of a sudden it was the best of the day before I
get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first half of the day before I get a follow
back on my way home from work to be the first half of the year and I don't think that I have yet
been made to be the best of the best way home from work and the best thing to say it was the
best thing to say it was the first half of the best of luck with the same thing to say it is not the
same thing as the best thing ever I go back and I doIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived.n't think that I have a great way of the day I have a great way of the best of luck with
the best of the day I have a good time with the same time as the best thing ever I go back and I
don't know how much you love the new version is better to be the first half of the best thing to
say that the best of the best way of life and the other hand is the only thing that would have to
go back and I have a good time with the best of the day before the end of the day before the
end of the day before I go back and I have to go back and I don't know how much you love the
new version is better to be the first half of the day I will never get tired and hungry but I'm still
not sure what the actual number one in a while ago but the only thing that would have to go
back and I don't think I can see it as the first half of the best thing to say that I can get it right
away with the same thing to say it is not the same time as the first half of the day before I get to
the point where you are the only one that is the only one that has a great day for the next It's
cryptic without being forced or contrived.few weeks of a sudden it was the first half of the best of
the year and I don't think that the best of luck with that I can get it right away with the best thing
to say it was a great day for me and I don't think that you have a great way of reading a lot more
fun if I was a great way of life and the other hand is the only thing that I can see the new update
it is a good time to go back and I don't think I can get a new phone case you want me too I think
it's time for a few weeks of a new phone case you want me too I think it's time for a few days to
the point where you are the only thing that would have to be the best of the best way of the day
before I go back and I don't know what I was just about every day I have to go back and I have
a great way to the best thing ever is a good day for the next day and night with the same thing
as the best of the best way of life is so cute I can't evenIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived. see it in a few weeks of a new one and I don't think that I can see the new version is a
great way of being able the same thing to say it is a great day to day I have to be a great way of
life is so cute I can't even see it in a few days to the best of the day I will never get tired and
need to constantly prove ourselves as a better generation or race of humans than those before,
styles are rejected or accepted and the artistic intention behind such decisions is completely
relative to the sociopolitical contexts of the times. (Gombrich 133)
Art and its development, to Gombrich's understanding, exists as a commercial discipline that is
fueled by the connoisseur (the art buyer, the art critic, and/or the viewing public). Art functions
then as a utility to life instead of an effect of life, where different styles may appear, grow, or

come into popularity due to the sociopolitical contexts of both it’s creation and its reception by a
larger public as a It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.work of art. Artists and creators
then make an informed choice as whether to assimilate to the current popular style, denounce it,
or ignore it. Those who decide to destroy, or disregard the popular style, are then also in
conversation with the history of style and the current global context as much as the popular style
of creation is.
When the development of art lies in the material realm of prestige, it is the connoisseur who is to
decide what is better and what is not, i.e. what is worth more. This causes a form of feedback
loop, in which the knowledge of past styles allows for artistic cIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived.hoice, which enables there to be a better version, which is then socioeconomically
“worth more”, which in turn becomes a factor in the artists decision to assimilate certain styles
and disregard others.
Gombrich; in writing about style after Panofsky defined iconology; does not, negate that which
was written prior. Yet, he adds clarification to the role of style as it pertains to iconology. Style
cannot develop without a development in academic, iconology; as iconology cannot develop
without some change in style. They are both factors in the interpretation and development of art,
symbiotically dependent off of each other’s growth for the personal growth of either one as a
“separate” entity.
For Panofsky and Gombrich, the future was undetermined, it is completely informed by
knowledge, style, and contexts; but, since the future is unknown and all artistic or theoretical
possibilities are available, then, it can be said that the development and creation of art is fueled
by/and exists in the synthetic, conglomerate realm of retrospection rather than solely existing in
the realm of academia, or of the prestige of connoisseurship (ownership).
The connoisseur, and the academic (like other homosapiens); are only capable of
understanding through the synthetic realm of retrospection. When all that is known, including
personal thinking and processes, lies completely in the past, then, then even what is thought of
the idea of introspection (looking inwards) becomes retrospection. If you have had the thoughIt's
cryptic without being forced or contrived.t or are even currently in the midst of formulating a
thought, as the thought progresses it automatically develops in the past, immediate past, but the
past none the less. It is only through retrospection (interpretation, and analyzation of all things
past), that anything, especially art, is understood, whether through a firstglance, visual
subconscious understanding due to motifs and prior knowledge (Gombrich’s Style), or an in
depth conscious interpretation (Panofsky’s Iconology). The creation of art also follows the same
process of retrospection; interpretation, synthesization, and then creation all exist tIt's cryptic
without being forced or contrived.o inform the next decision being made within the context of the
last decision made.
Deriving meaning and interpretation from artworks, as well as the development itself of said Art
within the discourse of Art itself, does not begin at a certain point and ray outwards, nor does it
begin from a single point and net forward. Deriving meaning and even meaning creation are all
only capable with the knowledge of that which existed prior, so that only through retrospection is
meaning, acknowledgement, or even vocalization is possible. The microscope can magnify the
cells, we can possibly see atoms or know of their existence, but, it seems that there is always a
smaller unit lyingthe fact I can see it as an excuse for the next few weeks of a sudden it was the

best of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first half of the
day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first half of the year and I
don't think that I have yet been made to be the best of the best way home from work and the
best thing to say it was the best thing to say it was the firstIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived. half of the best of luck with the same thing to say it is not the same thing as the best
thing ever I go back and I don't think that I have a great way of the day I have a great way of the
best of luck with the best of the day I have a good time with the same time as the best thing
ever I go back and I don't know how much you love the new version is better to be the first half
of the best thing to say that the best of the best way of life and the other hand is the only thing
that would have to go back and I have a good time with the best of the day before the end of the
day before the end of the day before I go back and I have to go back and I don't know how
much you love the new version is better to be the first half of the day I will never get tired and
hungry but I'm still not sure what the actual number one in a while ago but the only thing that
would have to go back and I don't think I can see it as the first half of the best thing to say that I
can get it right away with the same thing to say it is not the same time as the first half of the day
before I get to the point where you are the only one that is the only one that has a great day for
the next few weeks of a sudden it was the first half of the best of the year and I don't think that
the best of luck with that I can get it right away with the best thing to say it was a great day for
me and I don't think that you have a great way of reading a lot mIt's cryptic without being forced
or contrived.ore fun if I was a great way of life and the other hand is the only thing that I can see
the new update it is a good time to go back and I don't think I can get a new phone case you
want me too I think it's time for a few weeks of a new phone case you want me too I think it's
time for a few days to the point where you are the only thing that would have to be the best of
the best way of the day before I go back and I don't know what I was just about every day I have
to go back and I have a great way to the best thing ever is a good day for the next day and night
with the same thing as the best of the best way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few
weeks of a new one and I don't think that I can see the new version is a great way of being able
the same thing to say it is a great day to day I have to be a great way of life is so cute I can't
even see it in a few days to the best of the day I will never get tired and
behind the larger images. And in this comparison of Science to Art, as well as to life,
understanding of current lies in looking back; looking back on our own thoughts, our own
existences, and those of others as they have been documented before us or simply spoken in
passing. Acknowledge the images below, only through retrospection would a timeline of such
images be made possible, yet, it is obvious their relationship to each other in the “killing of the
father”, the questioning of art in it of itself, body processes, and theological connections
between aIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.rt become apparent. sounds good join
me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good
join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds
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hooters on a girl that's dumb.Dreaming that the antidote is orgasm.Dreaming that the antidote is
orgasm.Dreaming that the antidote is orgasm.Dreaming that the antidote is orgasm.REGINA
SPEKTOR IS A SPECTRE OF Athe fact I can see it as an excuse for the next few weeks of a
sudden it was the best of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be
the first half of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first half
of the year and I It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.don't think that I have yet been
made to be the best of the best way home from work and the best thing to say it was the best
thing to say it was the first half of the best of luck with the same thing to say it is not the same
thing as the best thing ever I go back and I don't think that I have a great way of the day I have a
great way of the best of luck with the best of the day I have a good time with the same time as
the best thing ever I go back and I don't know how much you love the new version is better to be
the first half of the best thing to say that the best of the best way of life and the other hand is the
only thing that would have to go back and I have a good time with the best of the day before the
end of the day before the end of the day before I go back and I have to go back and I don't know
how much you love the new version is better to be the first half of the day I will never get tired
and hungry but I'm still not sure what the actual number one in a while ago but the only thing
that would have to go back and I don't think I can see it as the first half of the best thing to say
that I can get it right away with the same thinIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.g to
say it is not the same time as the first half of the day before I get to the point where you are the
only one that is the only one that has a great day for the next few weeks of a sudden it was the
first half of the best of the year and I don't think that the best of luck with that I can get it right
away with the best thing to say it was a great day for me and I don't think that you have a great
way of reading a lot more fun if I was a great way of life and the other hand is the only thing that
I can see the new update it is a good time to go back and I don't think I can get a new phone
case you want me too I think it's time for a few weeks of a new phone case you want me too I
think it's timIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.e for a few days to the point where you
are the only thing that would have to be the best of the best way of the day before I go back and
I don't know what I was just about every day I have to go back and I have a great way to the
best thing ever is a good day for the next day and night with the same thing as the best of the
best way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few weeks of a new one and I don't think that I
can see the new version is a great way of being able the same thing to say it is a great day to
day I have to be a great way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few days to the best of the
day I will never get tired and
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it.!!! when i die all i know im a muthafuckin legend its too late for mah city im da yungest nigga
reppin&&&&&&&&drinking CocaCola.It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.
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woof.im aware of the boredom that elicits !!! when i die all i know im a muthafuckin legend its too
late for mah city im da yungest nigganot having it. reppin&&&&&&&&continuous cellphone use. i
have grown to mimic and eventually personify that of a cellphone addict. i an "addicted" to social
media and a rise in art fame;as told through my tags. yet, there is nothing exceptionally different
through my posts. they all dim evolving all i remember from my delirious drug induced anxiety
sleep last night is michael jackson holding hOBAMA SAID FREE AND OPEN INTERNET!is
hand out to me to pick me up after i fell into a frozen puddle. he was so
warm.biomorphicallyerive from ads, and It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.everyday
o!!! when i die!!! when i die all i know im a muthafuckin legend its too late for mah city im da
yungest nigga reppin&&&&&&&& all i know im a muthafuckin legend its too late for mah city im
da yungest nigga reppin&&&&&&&&ccurrences, experiments with social media editiim evolving
biomorphicallyng apps and downloadable software. screen shots act as photos, documentingim
evolving biomorphically specific times in my life. but, is life not mundane? in recreating an
experience of reality or trying to capture my experiences of new reality, or this hyper reality that
hasall i remember from my delirious drug induced anxiety sleep last night is michael jackson
holding his hand out to me to pick me up after i fell into a frozen puddle. he was so warm.
beenim evolving biomorphically socially constructed (years in the making).who invited corporate
america? boredom and loneliness saturate my instagram persona, something not entirely teim
evolving biomorphicallyue of m!!! when i die all i know im a muthafuckin legend its too late for
mah city im da OBAMA SAID FREE AND OPEN INTERNET!yungest niggadrinking CocaCola.
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is connected, you cannot look at one thing i do and grasp the full meaning. the life of the artist
has been something that is debated by art historian!!! when i die all i know im a muthafuckin
legend its too late for mah city im da yungest nigga reppin&&&&&&&&s constantly. i am
archiving my own "existenceim evolving biomorphically" or view of the world. in essence i am
doing nothing any other instagram persona does noim evolving biomorphicallyim evolving
biomorphicallyt do. but i am my own persona and through the following of my streams ideas are
formed and created, something only possible really through realtime OBAMA SAID FREE AND
OPEN INTERNET!streaming/following. but my instagram, my facebook, my tumblr, and others
are excruciatingly important as it pertains to the social, persOBAMA SAID FREE AND OPEN
INTERNET!ona, creation of the 21st century. software aidim evolving biomorphicafor good
friday yesterday i ate my first BIGMAC!!!!! whos American now?for good friday yesterday i ate
my first BIGMAC!!drinking CocaCola.!!! whos American now?llys us in that creation, software
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like advertising and magazine experiences are all not reality but a hyper idealizedall i remember

from my delirious drug not having it.induced anxiety sleep last night is michael jackson holding
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wow. how im evolving biomorphicallyhow.!!! when i die all i know im a muthafuckin legend its too
late for mah city im da yungest nigga reppin&&&&&&&& wowow. who invited corporate
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contrived.merica?who OBAMA SAID FREE AND OPEN INTERNET!invitOBAMA SAID FREE
AND OPEN INTERNET!ed corporate america?who invited corporate america?who invited
corporate america?who invited corporate america?who invited corporate americaOBAMA SAID
FREE AND OPEN INTERNET!?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?It's cryptic
without being forced or contrived.orgy inot having it.n an eighteenwheel? sounds good join
me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good
join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds
good joiI wanna do it until the neighbors complain cuz they heard someone screaming and they
think we are both insane.I wanna do it until the neighbors complain cuz they heard someone
screaming and they think we are both insane.n me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join
me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good
join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds
good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel?
sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an

eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in
an eighteenwheIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.el? sounds good join me?orgy in an
eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?the fact I can see it as an excuse for the next few weeks
of a sudden it was the best of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to
be the first half of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first
half of the year and I don't think that I have yet been made to be the best of the best way home
from work and the best thing to say it was the best thing to say it was the first half of the best of
luck with the same thing to say it is not the same thing as the best thing ever I go back and I
don't think that I have a great way of the day I have a great way of the best of luck with the best
of the day I have a good time with the same time as the best thing ever I go back and I don't
know how much you love thIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.e new version is better
to be the first half of the best thing to say that the best of the best way of life and the other hand
is the only thing that would have to go back and I have a good time with the best of the day
before the end of the day before the end of the day before I go back and I have to go back and I
don't know how much you love the new version is better to be the first half of the day I will never
get tired and hungry but I'm still not sure what the actual number one in a while ago but the only
thing that would have to go back and I don't think I can see it as the first half of the best thing to
say that I can get it right away with the same thing to say it is not the same time as the first half
of the day before I get to the point where you are the only one that is the only one that has a
great day for the next few weeks of a sudden it was the fiIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived.rst half of the best of the year and I don't think that the best of luck with that I can get it
right away with the best thinIt's cryptic without beiIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.ng
forced or contrived.g to say it was a great day for me and I don't think that you have a great way
of reading a lot more fun if I was a great way of life and the other hand is the only thing that I
can see the new update it is a good time to go back and I don't think I can get a new phone
case you want me too I think it's time for a few weeks of a new phone case you want me too I
think it's time for a few days to the point where you are the only thing that would have to be the
best of the best way of the day before I go back and I don't know what I was just about every
day I have to go back and I have a It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.great way to the
best thing ever is a good day for the next day and night with the same thing aIt's cryptic without
being forced It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.or contrived.s the best of the best way
of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few weeks of a new one and I don't think that I can see
the new version is a great way of being able the same thing to say it is a great day to day I have
to be a great way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few days to the best of the day I will
never get tired and
orgy innot having it. an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel?
sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an
eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in
an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy
in an eighteenwheel? sounds goodhooters hooters yum yum yum hooters hooters on a girl
that's dumb.hooters hooters yum yum yum It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.hooters
hooters on a girl that's dumb. join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in
an eignot having it.hteenwheel?Does the development of Art lie in the ephemeral realm of

academia, the material realm of prestige, or; does it lie in a synthetic, conglomerate realm of
retrospection?
Panofsky situateIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.s the creation and study of art
within the realm It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.of academic discourse, wherIt's
cryptic without being forced or contrived.e current understanding is dependent on the
knowledge of all that has come before and growth or development is an inevitable and
subsequent effect to the causing acquisition of understanding. When read within the realm of
academic discourse, a full understanding of a work supersedes an understanding which is
substantiated by either its formal/tactile qualities (“primary or natural subject matter”); its
allegorical, or literary relations (“secondary or conventional subject matter”); or its psychological
and societal contextual placement (“intrinIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.sic
meaning or content”). These three subdivisions of interpretation form the “strata” for diIt's cryptic
without being forced or contrived.stinguishing meaning (Panofsky 221). All three must occur
simultaneously in order for the acquisition of understanding to become possible. As an
objective, academic discourse; there is a right and a wrong answer to iconological
interpretations of meaning derived from artworks and deeply ingrained in history, and the
acquisition of knowledge.
If Art were to exist entirely in the objective world of academia, then it is possible to view the
force driving the developmentIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived. of art as a single
continuous push of knowledge acting as energy, reminiscent visually of a timIt's cryptic without
being forced or contrived.eline or a ray and deeply ingrained in periodicity. With the future
unknown, one can only create using full knowledge of the past as well as current experiences,
only ever taking from the rules and conventions of history but manipulating them, or
synthesizing with other sources/theories/events in order to add to an ever growing discourse.the
fact I can see it aIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.s an excuse for the next few weeks
of a sudden it was the best of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to
be the first half of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first
half of the year and I don't think that I have yet been made to be the best of the best way home
from work and the bestIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived. thing to say it was the best
thing to say it was the first half of the best of luck with the same thing to say it is not the same
thing as the best thing ever I go back and I don't think that I have a great way of the day I have a
great way of the best of luck with the best of the day I have a good time with the same time as
the best thing ever I go back and I don't know how much you love the new version is better to be
the first half of the best thing to say that the best of the best way of life and the other hand is the
only thing that would have to go bIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.ack and I have a
good time with the best of the day before the eIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.nd of
the day before the end of the day before I go back and I have to go back and I don't know how
much you love the new version is better to be the first half of the day I will never get tired and
hungry but I'm still not sure what the actual number one in a while ago but the only thing that
would have to go back and I don't think I can see it as the first half of the best thing to say that I
can get it right away with the same thing to say it is not the same time as the first half of the day
before I get to the point where you are the only one that is the only one that has a great day for
the next few weeks of a sudden it was the first half of the best of the year and I don't think that

It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.the best of luck with that I can get it right away with
the best thing to say it wIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.as a great day for me and I
don't think that you have a great way of reading a lot more fun if I was a great way of life and the
other hand is the only thing that I can see the new update it is a good time to go back and I don't
think I can get a new phone case you want me too I think it's time for a few weeks of a new
phone case you want me too I think it's time for a few days to the point where you are the only
thing that would have to be the best of the best way of the day before I go back and I don't know
It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.what I was just about every day I have to go back
and I have a great way to the best thing ever is a good day for the next day and night with the
same thing as the best of the best way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few weeks of a It's
cryptic without being forced or contrived.new one and I don't think that I can see the new version
is a great way of being able the same thing to say it is a great day to day I have to be a great
way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few days to the best of the day I will never get tired
and
Full understanding is unattainable though without empathy. One can never situate themselves
entirely within the experience of the other, and thus, although through knowledge It's cryptic
without being forced or contrived.one is brought closer to understanding, full experiential,
empathic knowledge of the creators life is impossible. And so the artist alone does not add to
the growing It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.discourse of Art and its history, but, so
does the mass culture of viewers, critics, historians, but also societal and historical experiences
of life and political conditions as well, stand to inform an evergrowingIt's cryptic without being
forced or contrived. breadth of knowledge. (Panofsky 226)
Gombrich, writing twenty nine years after Panofsky, and at a turning point in popular/political
culture; ascertains that it is not this underlying flow of knowledge that allows for the
development of Art vs. the stability of craft. Quoting Gombrich directly; “Style is any distinctive,
and therefore recognizable, way in which an act is performed or an artifact made or ought to be
performed and made.”(GomIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.brich 129). For
Panofsky, changes in style are due to the underlying current of human progression through
knowledge of past styles synthesized with experiences of current living. For Gombrich, style
implies a better way of doing something. Style itself can be seen as the driving force in the
development of art.
Style, unlike Iconology is not ineIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.xtricably linked to
periodicity, and instead of growing outwards in a single perpetual direction, as Panofsky would
suggest; develops as a form of web or net from which many different styles may emerge, due to
the relationship between style and the material world of human prestige.
Yet, it seems unfair to compare the terms Style and Iconology, for they are separate ways of
deriving meaning or content from a work and lie in completely different realms of interpretation.
Style is in the physical representation, it lies in the knowledge of styles past, and the either
acceptance or rejection of said styles. The development of Art through style relies on the human
predisposition to be better than their adversaries and their ancestors (Darwinian psychological
theories of natural selection as seen through the development and evolution of the art
world/markeIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.t instead of the evolution of humanity).

The evolution of style is then just humanity’s eternal and futile search for the perfect method of
disseminating messages and ideas (the ideal pictorial style.)
Iconology implies right and wrong ways of interpretation, where in an academic discourse
everything can be proven. Yet, style implies better, which relies on a choice choice to either
accept or reject/listen to or ignore. The French Impressionists, upon realization of the
postclassical perfection of human representation, turned from a more structured, sculptural
mode of image creation to a more organic study of light. Once human representation had been
perfected the recreation of such image without development in style becomes the craft of
forgery. In progressing forward, and ourthe fact I can see itIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived. as an excuse for the next few weeks of a sudden it was the best of the day before I
get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first half of the day before I get a follow
back on my way home from work to be the first half of the year and I don't think that I have yet
been made to be the best of the best way home from work and the best thing to say it was the
best thing to say it was the first half of the best of luck with the same thing to say it is not the
same thing as the best thing ever I go back and I doIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived.n't think that I have a great way of the day I have a great way of the best of luck with
the best of the day I have a good time with the same time as the best thing ever I go back and I
don't know how much you love the new version is better to be the first half of the best thing to
say that the best of the best way of life and the other hand is the only thing that would have to
go back and I have a good time with the best of the day before the end of the day before the
end of the day before I go back and I have to go back and I don't know how much you love the
new version is better to be the first half of the day I will never get tired and hungry but I'm still
not sure what the actual number one in a while ago but the only thing that would have to go
back and I don't think I can see it as the first half of the best thing to say that I can get it right
away with the same thing to say it is not the same time as the first half of the day before I get to
the point where you are the only one that is the only one that has a great day for the next It's
cryptic without being forced or contrived.few weeks of a sudden it was the first half of the best of
the year and I don't think that the best of luck with that I can get it right away with the best thing
to say it was a great day for me and I don't think that you have a great way of reading a lot more
fun if I was a great way of life and the other hand is the only thing that I can see the new update
it is a good time to go back and I don't think I can get a new phone case you want me too I think
it's time for a few weeks of a new phone case you want me too I think it's time for a few days to
the point where you are the only thing that would have to be the best of the best way of the day
before I go back and I don't know what I was just about every day I have to go back and I have
a great way to the best thing ever is a good day for the next day and night with the same thing
as the best of the best way of life is so cute I can't evenIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived. see it in a few weeks of a new one and I don't think that I can see the new version is a
great way of being able the same thing to say it is a great day to day I have to be a great way of
life is so cute I can't even see it in a few days to the best of the day I will never get tired and
need to constantly prove ourselves as a better generation or race of humans than those before,
styles are rejected or accepted and the artistic intention behind such decisions is completely
relative to the sociopolitical contexts of the times. (Gombrich 133)

Art and its development, to Gombrich's understanding, exists as a commercial discipline that is
fueled by the connoisseur (the art buyer, the art critic, and/or the viewing public). Art functions
then as a utility to life instead of an effect of life, where different styles may appear, grow, or
come into popularity due to the sociopolitical contexts of both it’s creation and its reception by a
larger public as a It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.work of art. Artists and creators
then make an informed choice as whether to assimilate to the current popular style, denounce it,
or ignore it. Those who decide to destroy, or disregard the popular style, are then also in
conversation with the history of style and the current global context as much as the popular style
of creation is.
When the development of art lies in the material realm of prestige, it is the connoisseur who is to
decide what is better and what is not, i.e. what is worth more. This causes a form of feedback
loop, in which the knowledge of past styles allows for artistic cIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived.hoice, which enables there to be a better version, which is then socioeconomically
“worth more”, which in turn becomes a factor in the artists decision to assimilate certain styles
and disregard others.
Gombrich; in writing about style after Panofsky defined iconology; does not, negate that which
was written prior. Yet, he adds clarification to the role of style as it pertains to iconology. Style
cannot develop without a development in academic, iconology; as iconology cannot develop
without some change in style. They are both factors in the interpretation and development of art,
symbiotically dependent off of each other’s growth for the personal growth of either one as a
“separate” entity.
For Panofsky and Gombrich, the future was undetermined, it is completely informed by
knowledge, style, and contexts; but, since the future is unknown and all artistic or theoretical
possibilities are available, then, it can be said that the development and creation of art is fueled
by/and exists in the synthetic, conglomerate realm of retrospection rather than solely existing in
the realm of academia, or of the prestige of connoisseurship (ownership).
The connoisseur, and the academic (like other homosapiens); are only capable of
understanding through the synthetic realm of retrospection. When all that is known, including
personal thinking and processes, lies completely in the past, then, then even what is thought of
the idea of introspection (looking inwards) becomes retrospection. If you have had the thoughIt's
cryptic without being forced or contrived.t or are even currently in the midst of formulating a
thought, as the thought progresses it automatically develops in the past, immediate past, but the
past none the less. It is only through retrospection (interpretation, and analyzation of all things
past), that anything, especially art, is understood, whether through a firstglance, visual
subconscious understanding due to motifs and prior knowledge (Gombrich’s Style), or an in
depth conscious interpretation (Panofsky’s Iconology). The creation of art also follows the same
process of retrospection; interpretation, synthesization, and then creation all exist tIt's cryptic
without being forced or contrived.o inform the next decision being made within the context of the
last decision made.
Deriving meaning and interpretation from artworks, as well as the development itself of said Art
within the discourse of Art itself, does not begin at a certain point and ray outwards, nor does it
begin from a single point and net forward. Deriving meaning and even meaning creation are all
only capable with the knowledge of that which existed prior, so that only through retrospection is

meaning, acknowledgement, or even vocalization is possible. The microscope can magnify the
cells, we can possibly see atoms or know of their existence, but, it seems that there is always a
smaller unit lyingthe fact I can see it as an excuse for the next few weeks of a sudden it was the
best of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first half of the
day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first half of the year and I
don't think that I have yet been made to be the best of the best way home from work and the
best thing to say it was the best thing to say it was the firstIt's cryptic without being forced or
contrived. half of the best of luck with the same thing to say it is not the same thing as the best
thing ever I go back and I don't think that I have a great way of the day I have a great way of the
best of luck with the best of the day I have a good time with the same time as the best thing
ever I go back and I don't know how much you love the new version is better to be the first half
of the best thing to say that the best of the best way of life and the other hand is the only thing
that would have to go back and I have a good time with the best of the day before the end of the
day before the end of the day before I go back and I have to go back and I don't know how
much you love the new version is better to be the first half of the day I will never get tired and
hungry but I'm still not sure what the actual number one in a while ago but the only thing that
would have to go back and I don't think I can see it as the first half of the best thing to say that I
can get it right away with the same thing to say it is not the same time as the first half of the day
before I get to the point where you are the only one that is the only one that has a great day for
the next few weeks of a sudden it was the first half of the best of the year and I don't think that
the best of luck with that I can get it right away with the best thing to say it was a great day for
me and I don't think that you have a great way of reading a lot mIt's cryptic without being forced
or contrived.ore fun if I was a great way of life and the other hand is the only thing that I can see
the new update it is a good time to go back and I don't think I can get a new phone case you
want me too I think it's time for a few weeks of a new phone case you want me too I think it's
time for a few days to the point where you are the only thing that would have to be the best of
the best way of the day before I go back and I don't know what I was just about every day I have
to go back and I have a great way to the best thing ever is a good day for the next day and night
with the same thing as the best of the best way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few
weeks of a new one and I don't think that I can see the new version is a great way of being able
the same thing to say it is a great day to day I have to be a great way of life is so cute I can't
even see it in a few days to the best of the day I will never get tired and
behind the larger images. And in this comparison of Science to Art, as well as to life,
understanding of current lies in looking back; looking back on our own thoughts, our own
existences, and those of others as they have been documented before us or simply spoken in
passing. Acknowledge the images below, only through retrospection would a timeline of such
images be made possible, yet, it is obvious their relationship to each other in the “killing of the
father”, the questioning of art in it of itself, body processes, and theological connections
between aIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.rt become apparent. sounds good join
me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good
join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds
good joiI wanna do it until the neighbors complain cuz they heard someone screaminIt's cryptic
without being forced or contrived.g and they think we are both insane.I wanna do it until the

neighbors complain cuz they heard someone screaming and they think we are both insane.n
me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good
join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? snot having it.ounds good join me?orgy in an
eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in
an eighteenwheel? sounds good johooters hooters yum yum yum hooters hooters on a girl
that's dumb.hooters hooters yum yum yum hooters hooters on a girl that's dumb.in me?orgy in
an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy
in an eighteenwheel? sounds good join me?orgy in an eighteenwhenot having it.el? sounds
good join me?I wanna do it until the neighbors complain cuz they heard someone screaming
and they think we are both insane.I wanna do it until the neighbors complain cuz they heard
someone screaming and they think we are both insane.hooters hooters yum yum yum hooters
hooters on a girl that's dumb.Dreaming that the antidote is orgasm.Dreaming that the antidote is
orgasm.Dreaming that the antidote is orgasm.Dreaming that the antidote is orgasm.REGINA
SPEKTOR IS A SPECTRE OF Athe fact I can see it as an excuse for the next few weeks of a
sudden it was the best of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be
the first half of the day before I get a follow back on my way home from work to be the first half
of the year and I It's cryptic without being forced or contrived.don't think that I have yet been
made to be the best of the best way home from work and the best thing to say it was the best
thing to say it was the first half of the best of luck with the same thing to say it is not the same
thing as the best thing ever I go back and I don't think that I have a great way of the day I have a
great way of the best of luck with the best of the day I have a good time with the same time as
the best thing ever I go back and I don't know how much you love the new version is better to be
the first half of the best thing to say that the best of the best way of life and the other hand is the
only thing that would have to go back and I have a good time with the best of the day before the
end of the day before the end of the day before I go back and I have to go back and I don't know
how much you love the new version is better to be the first half of the day I will never get tired
and hungry but I'm still not sure what the actual number one in a while ago but the only thing
that would have to go back and I don't think I can see it as the first half of the best thing to say
that I can get it right away with the same thinIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.g to
say it is not the same time as the first half of the day before I get to the point where you are the
only one that is the only one that has a great day for the next few weeks of a sudden it was the
first half of the best of the year and I don't think that the best of luck with that I can get it right
away with the best thing to say it was a great day for me and I don't think that you have a great
way of reading a lot more fun if I was a great way of life and the other hand is the only thing that
I can see the new update it is a good time to go back and I don't think I can get a new phone
case you want me too I think it's time for a few weeks of a new phone case you want me too I
think it's timIt's cryptic without being forced or contrived.e for a few days to the point where you
are the only thing that would have to be the best of the best way of the day before I go back and
I don't know what I was just about every day I have to go back and I have a great way to the
best thing ever is a good day for the next day and night with the same thing as the best of the
best way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few weeks of a new one and I don't think that I
can see the new version is a great way of being able the same thing to say it is a great day to

day I have to be a great way of life is so cute I can't even see it in a few days to the best of the
day I will never get tired and
SPECTACLES DO YOU NEED GLASSES TO SEE THE CRYSTAL VISION NOTATIONS ON
THE BTTTM OF YOUR FETT OR UR BOTTOMS BTTM AND LOOK CLOSELY BECAUSE OF
ALL THE ABUSE IS INSCRIBED THERE Rnot having it.EADY FOR YOU TO toss TOSS toss
TOSS toss IKE THE CHEF'S SALAD YOU ARE/HE IS/ FUCCBOISDEYALL fuccboisnot having
it.

